Reflect luxury through modern artistry

ACRŌ GLASS

www.europratik.com
Attract grace with these elite creations

In recent time fake products have created a serious problem across country Always buy Original EUROPRATIK products. Before Buying, please check EUROPRATIK sticker & ensure weather you have bought Original EUROPRATIK product/s.

Incase you have any doubts, please email us on info@europratik.com
Euro Pratik is an innovative designer and importer of products, with an objective of creating world-class interior & exterior environment. At our core, we are design driven and we apply that creative thought process to both product development and internal operations.

From the house of Euro Pratik, comes to you Acro Glass! A ravishing collection of pure acrylic panels that mimics glass properties but are immensely strong and incredibly durable.

Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm (+/-10%)
NATURALLY
The best of nature is presented here in the form of highly detailed wooden designs.
4512 (FULLSHEET VIEW)
Organic Radiance

Always regal and forever refreshing, this wooden series is nothing but mesmerizing.
Undeniable aura of splendid marvelousness comes to life with these wooden designs.

Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm

Fabulous Nature

Undeniable aura of splendid marvelousness comes to life with these wooden designs.
Wooden Wonders

Give space to the perennial soul of nature that comes along with these wooden impressions.
Impressive Designs

Glorious in every sense of the word, this wooden series is simply impeccable.

Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm
ICONIC

PURE ACRYLIC TOP LAYER
SCRATCH RESISTANT
HIGH GLOSS FINISH
ECONOMICAL
LIGHT WEIGHT
WEATHER RESISTANT
WATER RESISTANCE
HYGIENIC CLEANLINESS
PURE ACRYLIC

USED LAMINATE 4519

4519 (FULLSHEET VIEW)
Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm
MARBLE

Nothing screams elegance and royalty as does a marble finish surface. Here are a few for you.
All-time Favorites

Let class and charisma ooze from your ambiance with surfaces that replicate natural marble.

Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm
CONCRETE

Rough and rugged, the real impressions of concrete enhanced for modern decors.
Flawless Finish

Refined designs are not everyone’s taste. For those trendsetters, here is a unique range of surfaces.

4521 CORAL CREW

4522 GREY CREW
Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm
Filled with verve and vibrancy, spread beauty all around with this Solid color series.
PURE ACRYLIC TOP LAYER
SCRATCH RESISTANT
HIGH GLOSS FINISH
ECO FRIENDLY
LIGHT WEIGHT
SCRATCH RESISTANT
WATER RESISTANCE
HYGIENIC CLEANLINESS
PURE ACRYLIC

USED LAMINATE 4312
Captivating shades

Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm

Luxebond Adhesive - The perfect partner for your Acro Glass surfaces.
BLACK CURRANT
WALNUT
BLACK
DENIM
CHERRY
BLACK CURRANT
WALNUT
BLACK
HARBOR GRAY
RUSSET
OLIVE
SALMON
ARCTIC BLUE
DENIM
CHERRY
BLACK CURRANT
WALNUT
BLACK
HARBOR GRAY
RUSSET
OLIVE
SALMON
ARCTIC BLUE
Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm
SPARKLE

Shine bright and reflect opulence that is a notch above with this sparkling series of Acro Glass.
Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm

- **GALAXY MIST** (4411)
- **SHINY IVORY** (4412)
- **SHINY TRUFFLE** (4413)
- **SHINY CHARCOAL** (4414)
- **SHINY MERLIN** (4415)
- **SHINY DOVE** (4416)
Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm
Size: 2440mm * 1220mm, Thickness: 1.4-1.5mm

- SHINY LAVA (4429)
- SHINY GRIS (4430)
- PLUM (4431)
- SHINY SLATE (4432)
- SHINY COFFEE (4433)
- SHINY ROCK (4435)
Capture the grandiose vibes of this glistening range in your decor and reflect refinement.

Vivaciously Graceful

Shiny Musk

Shiny Ecru

Shiny Blue

Shiny Khaki

Shiny Latte

Pure Acrylic Top Layer

Scratch Resistant

High Gloss Finish

Eco Friendly

Light Weight

Water Resistance

Hygienic Cleanliness

Pure Acrylic
GENERAL USE & CARE GUIDE
ACRO GLASS laminates are easy to maintain. With proper application and appropriate care, our laminates will last through the years.
- Cleaning should be done with water and a clean, non-abrasive cloth.
- To remove more stubborn stains, use mild household glass cleansers like Colin. Gently wipe the surface with a non-abrasive cloth.
- Avoid the use of abrasive liquid cleansers, bleaching compounds or solution as these may damage the surface of the laminate.
- Do not place hot cookware directly on the laminate. Prolonged exposure to temperatures above 30 degree Celsius may cause damage to the laminate surface.
- Glossy surfaces are recommended only for vertical application.
- Do not use thinner on the surface of the ACRO GLASS laminates.
- Recommended to store the laminates at temperature below 30°Celsius.

INSTALLATION TIPS:
- Stir the LUXEBOND adhesive before using it, and do not mix water in adhesive.
- Clean the dust particles from the surface of the base substrate (Plywood, MDF, Particle Board) by cloth, soft brush, sponge or sand paper.
- Spread the adhesive uniformly by brush, roller or adhesive spreader on both ACRO GLASS laminate and base substrate (Plywood, MDF, Particle Board).
- Leave at least 2mm of groove between two pieces of ACRO GLASS laminate, so that at the time of pressing it will be easy to remove air from between the ACRO GLASS laminate and base substrate (Plywood, MDF, Particle Board).
- Use soft pinch roller or normal pressing technique at the time of pressing ACRO GLASS laminate on the base substrate (Plywood, MDF, Particle Board).
- The pressing should be done from the middle of the panel and move towards to the side line and corners of the panel.
- Make sure to give sufficient amount of pressing to ACRO GLASS Laminate for almost 12 to 15 hours to achieve full bonding strength.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: TO AVOID AIR BUBBLES:
Reasons leading to air bubble problems are as follows:
- Bonding of Acrylic laminate under high humidity environment.
- Using of incorrect adhesive type may also lead to air bubble after the installation. We recommend using LUXEBOND adhesive.
- Due to uncertain weather conditions, base substrate (Plywood, MDF, Particle Board) may absorb moisture. After few days of installation, base substrate gradually loses moisture resulting in air bubble formation between acrylic laminate and substrate.
- Using uneven surface substrate (Plywood, MDF, Particle Board) may lead to air vacuum and air bubble may appear after the installation.
- When more than 8’X 2’ of Acrylic laminate is used for panelling, it may lead to air bubble formation after installation.
- Lack of bonding/pressing time during the installation of Acrylic laminate may lead to air bubbles.
- ACRO GLASS sheets should be kept evenly straight. If the sheets are in roll form, it should be kept straight for minimum 48 hours and then you can press and laminate the surface for better results.

TO AVOID YELLOW PATCHES AND COLOUR FADE PROBLEM:
The reason behind yellowing/colour fade problem areas follows :
- When laminate is exposed to direct sunlight, it may cause discolouring, fading and yellowing of the laminate.
- Use of inferior quality of Dipped plywood /Dipped lipping Patti can react with adhesive which may cause yellow patches after the installation.
- Using of synthetic rubber adhesive (SR / JatPat, Bostic, Heatex) may lead to brown / coloured patches on acrylic laminates. We recommend using LUXEBOND adhesive.
- Prolonged exposure to temperature above 30° degree Celsius
- Placing hot cookware directly on the Acrylic laminates may cause patches on the surface.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Euro Pratik Products are reasonably free of defects and when properly handled and fabricated will comply, within reasonable deviations to applicable manufacturing specifications. Clients are advised to inspect products thoroughly prior to installation. Euro Pratik warranty will not cover defects and non-compliance from and or otherwise attributable to any other causes, including without limitation:

- Improper handing/transportation/storage of the products
- Improper installation of the products
- Improper and unintended usage of the products
- Lack of or improper maintenance of the products
- Exposure of the products to extreme temperatures
- Unauthorized alteration to the products
- Outdoor Applications

NO GUARANTEE AND NO EXCHANGE IN ANY CIRCUMSTANCES
THERE CAN BE COLOUR VARIATION IN MATERIALS FROM DIFFERENT BATCHES
IT IS ADVISED TO USE SAME BATCH MATERIAL TO AVOID COLOUR VARIATIONS
ACTUAL COLOURS OF THE SHEET MAY VARY FROM THIS BROCHURE
ABRO TAPE USE NOT RECOMMENDED
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**DISCLAIMER**

The information provided in this catalog is for reference and serves as a guide only. Euro Pratik does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of this information nor guarantee any of the properties of the product set out here, suitability of design and application for use are to be determined by the client in consultation with its professional adviser. Euro Pratik reserves the right to amend or update product description at any time. Euro Pratik reserves the right to determine that the alleged defect complained about is insubstantial or trivial. Euro Pratik is not liable for any damage arising from or related to reliance on this catalog. The intellectual property in this catalog belongs to Euro Pratik or its manufacturers.
In recent time fake products have created a serious problem across country. Always buy Original EUROPRATIK products. Before Buying, please check EUROPRATIK sticker & ensure weather you have bought Original EUROPRATIK product/s.

In case you have any doubts, please email us on info@europratik.com

EURO PRATIK warrants that all products are free from manufacturing defects and perfectly fit for use in normal conditions. No Guarantee/Warranty of the Product after Installation. (Dimension Tolerance +/- 5-10%)